
 Year 1 & 2  Spring Term Curriculum Overview 2017 

English                                                                                                 

Year 1:    Key Text: The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark 

(picture book)                                                                     

read words using letter sounds to help                                           

read and  spell key words correctly                                                

ask and answer questions about what they have read                          

spell unfamiliar words by using their letter sounds        

use adjectives and interesting vocabulary                                                                     

think of a sentence before writing it                                                 

write sentences using capital letters, full stops and    

question marks                                                                            

write for different purposes e.g. information texts      

neatly with the letters of the same size                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Year 2:      Key Text: The Owl who was Afraid of the Dark                                                                                  

read Yr2 key words on sight                                               

answer questions about what they have read  including 

inference type questions                                                                                 

spell unfamiliar words using knowledge of letter patterns                                                                                                         

spell  Yr2 keywords correctly                                                           

write sentences using capital letters, full stops, question 

marks, commas and apostrophes                                                                                                                            

write for different purposes e.g. stories, poetry &           

information texts                                                                                                         

write neatly with the letters of the same size                                 

Maths                                                                                           

Year 1:                                                                                                    

count at least 20 everyday objects                           

count in 2s, 5s and 10s                                                  

read, order and write numbers to at least 20                     

say what is 1 and 10 more or less than a number up to 

100                                                                                     

know pairs of numbers that make 20                                  

add and subtract 2 numbers up to 20                             

read the time on the hour                                                                          

know what the digits in a teens number represents                                                        

Year 2                                                                                                                                           

say and use multiplication and division facts for the 2s, 

5s and 10 times tables                                                               

say what is 1/2, 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 of a shape and      

number                                                                                  

use addition and subtraction skills to solve problems 

involving money, including giving change                                  

measure objects using centimetres and metres                                                                                                                                                                                             

understand and use the language of maths              

name and describe 2D and 3D shapes                          

read the time—half past, quarter to and quarter past 

Science 

Year 1:                                                                              
identify and name a variety of common animals including 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals and their 
habitats                                                                                    
identify and name a variety of common animals that are 
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores                                     
describe and compare the structure of a variety of com-
mon animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mam-
mals, including pets)                                                                                        
Year 2                                                                                                                       
explore and compare the differences between things that 
are living, dead, and things that have never been alive                               
identify and name a variety of animals in their habitats, 
including micro-habitats                                                                    
describe how animals obtain their food from plants and 
other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and 
identify and name different sources of food. 

Year 1 & 2                                                                                        

observe closely, using simple equipment                                   

perform simple tests                                                              

identify and classify                                                                      

use my observations and ideas to suggest answers to 

questions                                                                                          

gather and record data to help in answering questions. 

Foundation Subjects  Spring Term:  Night time            We will be learning to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

use painting and sculpture to develop and share ideas, experiences and imagination                                                                                                                                                                                             

develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using  colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space                                                                                                                                                                    

compose, play and perform own music                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

have a ’can do’ attitude to learning       


